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Special Feature  

CONNECT  

The WEF – Another Look: Part 3   
 

 MA-3325B 

 Looking at the under belly of this thing provides a different view of the beast  

1 The World Economic Forum - it’s become the world’s steering committee on 
everything that’s important. When I say important, I really mean everything 
that has a serious monetary dimension for all those at the Forum. 
 

 And all those at the Forum are unlikely to include anyone who is NOT in a 
serious political position – or on the way to one – or is NOT in a serious 
wealth position – or on the way to one.  Others fitting the bill for an invite to 
the annual meet-up in Davos will include specially selected groups of 
mainstream media and, apparently, women with overnight service duties. 
   

  

 

 
  

2 The question is, where to begin with this alternative look at the organisation 
with an incredible influence over everything that matters – that is everything 
that matters to those with an invite – excluding the service media and the 
overnight service providers naturally. 
 
First to say about the WEF is that nearly everything you hear them talk about 
sounds very acceptable – even sensible. It’s the way they tell it – to sell it.   
They talk about: 

• global corporates working together to improve sustainability 
• reducing the effects of climate change 
• using the Covid opportunity to bring about a Great Reset 
• building back better  
• and a lengthy list of seemingly wonderful things 

 
But it appears the array of wonderful things is not the wonderful 
things they appear at first to be.  At least not for us.   
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All of the above sounds, just – well, dandy really. And that is as far as most 
people are aware.  The WEF are not unhappy most of us get the top-level 
message this way – telling us THEY have our interests at heart – although I 
haven’t heard them say that exactly. 
 
There are others however who drill down on the messaging and go deeper 
to question what the hidden motives might be – if there are any – testing 
whether THEY have a plan – that’s not so obvious to the casual observer.  
And the first answer to surface is that there certainly are motives - and not all 
of them hidden – and none of them sounds great.  In fact, one rarely has to 
drill very far to be told – by their own mouths - what the situation and the 
plan are for the future.  Actually, it appears to be more about THEIR future 
than anyone else’s.  The strange thing is, THEY talk in terms that suggest that 
we – that’s us – actually belong to THEM.  A most curious idea I have to say. 
 
Right-hand man to WEF founder Klaus Schwab – Yuval Noah Harari - has 
said the same in different interviews.  In the coming years WE – that’s THEY 
in this case - will not need the majority of the People.  That’s nice. 
 
That’s a very odd statement to hear for the first time, isn’t it?  Once you have 
heard it several times and in different situations – gaining a grip on the basic 
context in which his words are heard – then the feeling towards the 
statement changes.  We get to understand how THESE people are thinking 
and how THESE people regard the rest of us. 
 
It’s said by YNH, We – meaning US now - will become useless eaters. 
This is because we will lose our jobs to Ai and robots – leaving us with 
nothing worthwhile to do with our lives.  The solution – for those who might 
still be here in THEIR space – is drugs and computer games. Yippee some of 
you might be thinking – although, I think NOT!   
 
You might listen to an interview he gave on the Dutch platform VPRO.  It was 
centred on Ai, and non-human life forms.  It left me pondering the question - 
what happens to us when the algorithm says NO? 
It’s actually an ideal opener to the topic of the WEF. 
 
I almost feel it makes us want to apologise for becoming this way - useless. 
And how did we become so useless and why aren’t we serving THESE 
people – our masters – better?  Speaking of which, Klaus Schwab tells us 
openly that those who possess the data will become masters of the world. 
And those masters won’t be elected masters – a clear contradiction in terms.  
Those masters are those Power Rich individuals who have a chunk of the 
data already.  And as you might guess – the data being referred to, is actually 
OUR data anyway.  Hmm.  Does this all get you thinking a bit? 
  
It’s the stuff of horror sci-fi films really, except it’s not sci-fi - but it is horrific.  
The WEF - and all THOSE within the cult, since that is what it is - have placed 
themselves at the top of the pyramid and by default everyone else – that’s 
you, me and everyone else - sits way below THEM.  The question is – if all 
this comes to pass – for how long?   

https://www.infowars.com/posts/yuval-noah-harari-earth-soon-dominated-by-nonorganic-entities-emotionless-algorithms-will-decide-your-fate/
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There’s been mention of depopulation, which is another one of those things 
that isn’t buried under the layers of sound bytes.  It is talked about by these 
people – and that includes Bill Gates. 
 
Bill Gates gave a TED talk on the subject of reducing the population – which 
is a kinder and softer way of saying the same thing.  With better healthcare 
and vaccines – his pet go-to product – WE – meaning THEM I think - can get 
the total population down by 10%.  There are some who calculate that the 
last round of the vaccines he was involved in pushing will do more than 10%. 
That’s without the next ones for the next pandemic.  You may know that the 
Covid one – he calls pandemic N01.  He also grins somewhat disturbingly 
when he says “No2 will get attention this time.”  I think he’s serious. 
 
Do take a listen to him talking about that. 
The interview is in a documentary called  THE PLAN - at the start.  
 
I mentioned the TED talk Bill Gates gave.  He centres on the equation: 

CO2 = P x S x E x C 
CO2 is Carbon Dioxide and “P” represents People. 
To get CO2 down to zero – being the WEF plan which is now supported by 
obedient governments and corporates around the world – one of the other 
elements needs to get close to zero also.  Bill Gates gets a chuckle from his 
audience at this point – and maybe they are all in on the game. 
   
One outspoken person challenging the narrative on CO2 has been journalist 
Alan Jones of Sky News Australia.  He was speaking on a Q and A panel 
about the CO2 subject and mentioned quizzing a senior politician who was 
arguing on Bill Gates’ behalf. 
He asked the politician – “ Is CO2 the big issue in relation to climate change?  
The answer he got back was, “YES.” 
He then asked the politician, what percentage of the atmosphere is made up 
of CO2 – answer – “I don’t know.” 
Alan Jones suggested that the politician was prepared to stand the economy 
on its head due to a problem they knew little about.   
Such is the quality of politicians everywhere! 
 
Alan knew the answer – and said this - I quote: 

CO2 makes up 0.04% of the atmosphere 
Of that 0.04% , humans around the world create 3% 
Of that 3% of the 0.04%, Australia creates 1.3% 
 

Well, he didn’t get corrected in the programme and hasn’t been corrected 
anywhere as far as I can determine.  That being the case, there’s an argument 
for asking some deep but basic questions – starting with politicians perhaps. 
On the face of it though, the mainstream media spew horror and fear on the 
topic daily, supported – or rather driven – by politicians who either know 
diddly-squat about anything or are lying.  It could be both. 
But the WEF are the apparent source of all the messaging, which begs the 
very questions forming in your mind right now. 

 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/mrpUoYBNaUeH/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/ZspO4HTB7P8u/
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In Alan Jones’ second video – on Sky News Australia - he actually tells it 
straight, looking at Greta Thunberg in the eye, like a good Aussi might! 
He does give our kids and their parents something to ponder on. 
It’s a little harsh but he does make a good point. 
 

3 Let’s now continue our short tour – in this follow-up to the Parts One and 
Two exposed - M-2345AC The WEF - Another Look: Part 1 and MA-3285A 
The WEF - Another Look: Part 2 around some of the things which the WEF 
have been talking about as THEY have for some time now.   
What I would say is this. 
Keep an open mind and question EVERYTHING.  I am simply relaying what 
has been put out and it’s for you to interpret in whichever way you choose.   
 
What I would also advise though is - that: 

• you are not quick to dismiss what you read, hear or see – not just here 
in this article but, the articles I have provided links to. 

• you look through both ends of the telescope – since viewing the 
same thing through a different lens can change the picture totally! 

 
 

 
 Assume I have no view on anything that follows – I’m a neutral. 

The information is presented for your own assessment and discernment. 
I have looked at the following a little tongue in cheek – forgive me. 
I find it a tad easier to digest this way. 

 
 K. BELIEFS 

 
The WEF appears to operate from a set of beliefs that are, at first 
glance, extremely odd.  They’re actually equally odd at second and 
subsequent glances – where do these beliefs originate from? 
 
Such beliefs are not at all new, but they used to be associated mainly 
with monarchs, emperors and tyrannical leaders of nations.  People 
would be forgiven for thinking, even, that such beliefs are dead and 
gone – or live on only in nations ruled by dictators.  But no – these 
beliefs are thriving – in the WEF! 
 
These beliefs include - that some people have the right to control 
other people – and control the world’s resources, as well!   
 

https://odysee.com/@ddswaterloo100:0/Alan-Jones-What's-the-Percent-CO2-in-the-Atmosphere-Its-0.04:d
https://41e303be-f6b6-45b0-adba-177879bff66a.usrfiles.com/ugd/41e303_28d583278f5a424981f3f4775736393e.pdf
https://41e303be-f6b6-45b0-adba-177879bff66a.usrfiles.com/ugd/41e303_70e0f8e8a68f44f984b93d6dfc0428b4.pdf
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Another belief which the WEF holds is, that a self-appointed elite 
faction– a powerful minority of people - have the right to change how 
the majority of people live – and even seek to change them bodily 
with implants.  The WEF says that human beings are hackable and 
talks about an elite who will carry out the hacking.  
 
Where do they get beliefs like this?  Chapter 13: The Technocratic 
State of the Pyramid of Power series is a fascinating – if horrifying 
video which might provide an answer to that question – or at least 
help to answer it.  This video describes how, In the early 20th century, 
a movement developed based on a theory called Technocracy.  
Technocracy is a system in which decisions are made, not by 
governments as we know them, but by experts with a strong focus on 
technological solutions.  
 
Technocracy is claimed to enable better management of resources 
and protection for the planet.  That’s the positive spin they place on it. 
The downside however is that it relies on the loss of privacy, the 
centralization of power and the management of all human behaviour.   
 
Derrick Broze, the researcher who made this documentary, argues that 
although the term technocracy appears to have been largely forgotten, 
the technocratic philosophy and influence can be seen everywhere in 
today’s world.  Is this why the WEF believes that an elite should 
control the rest of us – because they’re the experts – and because the 
non-experts shouldn’t have any say about how we live?  Such a 
philosophy would make governments obsolete except as 
administrators – puppets of the WEF, some might say. 
 
Food for thought indeed!  The WEF says that the way people live 
needs to change out of all recognition including – we won’t be 
allowed to own cars!  It needs to be borne in mind that the WEF 
doesn’t talk about a better way of living – better for people and planet 
– it only talks about a worse way of living. 
 
Anyone who’s uncertain about why there’s so much criticism of the 
WEF, is advised to watch and consider carefully this video: 
 
PL-3271D: THE GOD PLAN - REVEALED    
 
They are advised to consider carefully what Yuval Noah Harari of the 
WEF says after he describes people as being hackable, which could 
be interpreted as a warning to mankind – to avoid being hacked!   
 
But no – Harari says – that hacking humans means that intelligent 
design can be implemented in their design.  He also says, intelligent 
design will originate from the clouds of Big Tech, as if those clouds hold 
wisdom – a bit like God, perhaps?  How would the cloud – created and 
populated by humans – possess such wisdom?  The cloud is – as 
memorably described by some – merely someone else’s computer! 

https://thepyramidofpower.net/?pop-chapter=the-technocratic-state-2
https://thepyramidofpower.net/?pop-chapter=the-technocratic-state-2
https://pireaus.wixsite.com/website-24/articlesmaster-1/pl-3271d
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Harari is the right-hand man to the WEF’s founder Klaus Schwab.   
 
Two other examples of the WEF’s beliefs are here: 
 
BP-3244A: OUR DICTATOR: HE HAS THE RING 
SC-3235A: THE END OF MORNING SICKNESS 
 
The second of the two above articles is about an apparent WEF plan 
to force all humans to be created in artificial wombs, which was 
covered in The WEF – Another Look: Part 1.  This article links to a 2017 
article about artificial wombs, which has now been removed from the 
WEF’s website.  I wonder why?  I note also that search results appear 
on the WEF’s website if the word “womb” is searched for – but the 
links don’t work now. 
 
Lastly on this particular subject, have a listen to the UK’s ex-PM BoJo 
speaking at the UN in 2019 about Ai and “Smart Cities.”  He gives some 
fascinating examples such as our front doors opening automatically on 
our arrival and our fridges re-stocking automatically when supplies get 
low. 
 

 L. IDEAS 
 

It could be argued that the WEF is just a bunch of people with too 
much money, time and power, who amuse themselves by dreaming 
up increasingly absurd futures for the rest of humanity.  When I say 
dreaming up, perhaps I really mean, borrowing from a work of fiction, 
since some of the WEF’s ideas and pronouncements appear to come 
straight out of dystopian films and novels: 
 
Nineteen Eighty-Four 
The resemblance between the dystopian world of this classic novel, 
by George Orwell and the world the WEF tell us is coming, is almost 
too obvious to need mentioning.  The book has been adapted for film, 
TV, radio and the stage in different forms – even ballet!  Its themes 
include constant surveillance, a self-appointed elite that controls 
everyone else and enjoys a level of luxury the masses can only dream 
of, thought control - with heavy penalties for anyone who dares to 
think for themselves – oh, and manipulation of the language. 
 
Brave New World 
Again, like 1984, the resemblance between the fictional world and the 
WEF’s vision for most of us is almost too obvious.  The novel by 
Aldous Huxley has been adapted for film, TV, radio and the stage, with 
the latest adaptation airing on TV in 2020.  The series was cancelled 
after only one season – I wonder why?  The story’s themes include 
genetically-engineered humans incubated in artificial wombs, 
childhood indoctrination, heavily-encouraged drug use to make 
people placid and an absence of – indeed revulsion to - family bonds 
and monogamous relationships.   

https://pireaus.wixsite.com/website-24/articlesmaster-1/bp-3244a
https://pireaus.wixsite.com/website-24/articlesmaster-1/sc-3235a
https://41e303be-f6b6-45b0-adba-177879bff66a.usrfiles.com/ugd/41e303_28d583278f5a424981f3f4775736393e.pdf
https://www.bitchute.com/video/FYCXAT89ehfE/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/FYCXAT89ehfE/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nineteen_Eighty-Four
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brave_New_World
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The Hunger Games 
The resemblance between this young adult series of dystopian novels 
by Suzanne Collins that have been adapted into films and WEF’s 
vision is, yet again, almost too obvious.  Themes include the “haves 
and have-nots” in the form of the elite class living in the wealthy 
“Capital” enjoying technological advances - while the masses exist in 
13 “districts” in various states of poverty.  Other themes are the annual 
death match - the Hunger Games.  Children take part, in penance for 
an attempted rebellion against the “elite” and to constantly remind the 
masses who controls the world and that the elite will never forgive or 
forget the attempt to overthrow them.  The “games” are shown on TV 
as “entertainment.”   
 
Ready Player One 
This dystopian novel, adapted into a film by Steven Spielberg, has 
incredible similarities to the WEF’s idea of an underclass, kept happy 
with loads of video games and drugs. In this story, people live in 
“stacks.”  Stacks are accommodation units, piled like sea containers 
but precariously on top of one another – much like vertical 15-minute 
cities.  Most people retreat as much as possible into a virtual reality 
world, a lot like Mark Zuckerberg’s META.  People are NOT happy – 
perhaps it’s because they’re not on enough drugs?   
 
BP-2412A: DRUGS AND GAMES WILL DO IT 
PQ-2311A: OUR GUEST : LATER CLIPS 
 
The Time Machine 
This novella by H G Wells, published in 1895, has been adapted for 
film, TV and radio.  In the story, there has been a division of humanity in 
the future into two separate societies.  One – the leisure class - has 
become intellectually depleted and uncaring about each other, while 
the other – the working class – supports the lifestyle of the leisure 
class.  This takes place in a future in which the entire Earth is a garden, 
with little trace of human society or engineering - and communism has 
been achieved.  Sounding familiar? 
 
There are also lesser-known novels and films that may have given the 
WEF ideas: 
 
Shooting An Episode  
A short story by Christopher Priest in the book “Episodes” depicts a 
fictional future society in which people are obsessed with “reality.”  
Except that “reality” is “reality TV,” run by a Big Tech business, which 
rolls out violent dystopian “games” 24/7 for the masses to enjoy.  
Everyone wanders around staring at screens in their hands – or 
plugged into Virtual Reality devices. 
 
The Machine Stops 
This short story by E M Forster was first published in 1909 and has 
since been adapted for film TV, radio and the stage.  It’s set in a world 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Hunger_Games
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ready_Player_One
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ready_Player_One_(film)
https://pireaus.wixsite.com/website-24/articlesmaster-1/bp-2412a
https://pireaus.wixsite.com/website-24/articlesmaster-1/pq-2311a
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Time_Machine
https://uk.bookshop.org/p/books/episodes-christopher-priest/898570
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Machine_Stops
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in which humans live underground – in isolation – and a giant machine 
provides for all their needs.  People communicate by digital means –
seeing one another on a screen.  They’re allowed to travel but don’t 
want to.  They don’t like original ideas – they like ideas to have passed 
through as many people as possible.   
 
Harrison Bergeron 
This short story by Kurt Vonnegut has been adapted several times for 
film and TV.  In the future, everyone is fully equal.  They’re not allowed 
to be more intelligent, better-looking, or more physically able than 
anyone else.  Equality laws are enforced in the form of “handicaps” 
such as wearing a mask, wearing weights and having a constant series 
of noises emitted directly into people’s ears. 
 
The Age Of Stupid  
This 2009 feature film is a fictional documentary set in a parallel 
universe in which people battle to save the people of Earthly from 
suffering the same fate as "those poor people on Earth". The Age of 
Stupid might be described – by some - as propaganda for climate 
change which - according to Sandi Adams and many other 
researchers - is the justification for Agenda 2030.   
 
DD-2501E: PEOPLE POLLUTE MOVEMENT 
 
Rockefeller Foundation Scenarios 
PLAN - The Rockefeller Foundation - 2010 - Scenarios for the Future 
of Technology -is not a plan.  Of course it’s not.  It’s a 2010 Rockefeller 
Foundation document about four scenarios. 
 
One, the LOCK STEP scenario, is a fictional scenario about a world after 
a pandemic.  Here’s an extract: 
“During the pandemic, national leaders around the world flexed their 
authority and imposed airtight rules and restrictions, from the mandatory 
wearing of face masks to body-temperature checks at the entries to 
communal spaces like train stations and supermarkets. Even after the 
pandemic faded, this more authoritarian control and oversight of citizens 
and their activities stuck and even intensified.  In order to protect 
themselves from the spread of increasingly global problems – from 
pandemics and transnational terrorism to environmental crises and 
rising poverty—leaders around the world took a firmer grip on power.” 
Sounding familiar?   
 
DD-2044A: LEADERS IN LOCKSTEP PLAN 
 

 M.  15 MINUTE CITIES 
 
This topic was covered in M-2345AC The WEF - Another Look: Part 1 
so I’ll just refer here to two aspects of it.  One is the rolling out of Low 
Traffic Neighbourhoods [LTNs] and Low Emission Zones [including 
the Ultra Low Emission Zone – ULEZ] across the UK and indeed the 
world.  It’s these restrictions that are coming into our lives – not the 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harrison_Bergeron
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H3J3BuDXfsc
https://www.ukcolumn.org/video/unpicking-agenda-2030-climate-change-and-more-sandi-adams
https://pireaus.wixsite.com/website-24/articlesmaster-1/dd-2501e
https://odysee.com/@Imprimer_c'est_mieux:e/The-Rockefeller-Foundation-2010-Scenarios-for-the-Future-of-Technology:e
https://odysee.com/@Imprimer_c'est_mieux:e/The-Rockefeller-Foundation-2010-Scenarios-for-the-Future-of-Technology:e
https://pireaus.wixsite.com/website-24/articlesmaster-1/dd-2044a
https://41e303be-f6b6-45b0-adba-177879bff66a.usrfiles.com/ugd/41e303_28d583278f5a424981f3f4775736393e.pdf
https://41e303be-f6b6-45b0-adba-177879bff66a.usrfiles.com/ugd/41e303_28d583278f5a424981f3f4775736393e.pdf
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improvement that the term 15 Minute City suggests.  This is the 
essence of the problem with the WEF – it takes an idea that could be 
good, inverts it and presents it – or rather threatens to inflict it – as so 
many people see it, as a clearly bad idea.   
 
The second point is that 15 Minute Cities weren’t even the WEF’s idea.  
They were the idea of Carlos Moreno, who won the Obel Award in 
2021 and is a mathematician trained in computer science, specifically 
robotics and artificial intelligence.  He was initially a supporter of 
“smart cities” but later changed his mind, saying [the emphasis is mine]: 
 
“…We need to consider cities as complex systems and imagine new ways 
to generate adaptable solutions.  This is how I came to propose the 
living city instead of the smart city. We need to abandon this idea of 
the city controlled by technology,” 
 
The WEF has inverted Moreno’s concept of 15 Minute Cities to “sell” 
the idea of towns and cities that are totally controlled by technology – 
or rather, people who control technology.   
 
The WEF has also inverted people’s natural resistance to this idea of 
being under surveillance and control.  In late 2020 the Google Trend 
worldwide search on 15 Minute Cities peaked.  The WEF present this 
to suggest that people WANT to be penned in like this! 
 
WEF: The surprising stickiness of the “15-minute city” 
 

 N.  FREEDOM IS SLAVERY  
 
“Freedom is slavery” is one of three mottos in George Orwell’s novel 
1984.  The mottos are inscribed in enormous letters on a government 
building and are central to the story.   
 
All across the world, mis-leaders are taking away people’s freedom of 
expression and movement. 
 
Owlcation: The Meaning of War Is Peace, Freedom Is Slavery, and 
Ignorance Is Strength in Orwell's "1984." 
 
BP-3251B: YOU WILL BE REPORTED! 
SC-3281B: FRENCH REJECT LOCKDOWN 
SC-3252E: FESTIVAL CANCELS FILM SHOWING 
BP-2173B: FREEDOM - SPEECH ON AIR IS CUT OFF 
 
The White Rose: The Dunegan Tapes Reveal the Psychopathic Plan for 
a ‘New System’ 
 
The Pyramid of Power: Chapter 12: THE CRIMES OF THE 
INTELLIGENCE COMMUNITY 
 
How possible is it that these mis-leaders are NOT influenced by – or 

https://obelaward.org/winner/cities/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2022/03/15-minute-city-stickiness/
https://owlcation.com/humanities/The-Meaning-of-War-is-Peace-Freedom-is-Slavery-and-Ignorance-is-Strength-in-Orwells-1984
https://owlcation.com/humanities/The-Meaning-of-War-is-Peace-Freedom-is-Slavery-and-Ignorance-is-Strength-in-Orwells-1984
https://pireaus.wixsite.com/website-24/articlesmaster-1/bp-3251b
https://pireaus.wixsite.com/website-24/articlesmaster-1/sc-3281b
https://pireaus.wixsite.com/website-24/articlesmaster-1/sc-3252e
https://pireaus.wixsite.com/website-24/articlesmaster-1/bp-2173b
https://thewhiterose.uk/the-dunegan-tapes-reveal-the-psychopathic-plan-for-a-new-system/
https://thewhiterose.uk/the-dunegan-tapes-reveal-the-psychopathic-plan-for-a-new-system/
https://thepyramidofpower.net/?pop-chapter=the-crimes-of-the-intelligence-community
https://thepyramidofpower.net/?pop-chapter=the-crimes-of-the-intelligence-community
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under the control of – either the WEF or the WEF’s controller?  How 
likely is it that this trend is a mere coincidence?   
 
The opposite of freedom, of course, isn’t slavery.  It’s just – if they don’t 
have freedom – people are in effect slaves.  The interesting thing 
about our reducing freedom – at least in the UK – is that it’s not being 
done overtly.  Of course not – people in Britain might not stand for 
that?  Instead, the main excuse that’s used to justify controlling what 
people can see, read and indeed think, is that it’s necessary to protect 
people from harm.  How ironic, given what is being shown on TV 
before the watershed and what is – it appears – being pushed on 
children in our schools! 
 
BP-3221D: IS HE DELUDED OR JUST SCARY? 
BP-3194A: HOW WOULD WE CHANGE THIS? 
BP-2525A: GOV'TS CONTROL FREE SPEECH 
BP-3192B: THE ONLY OPINION – IS OURS! 
SC-3166B: CONSENSUS ISN'T SCIENCE 
 

 O.   MACHINE-THINK 
 
The Fourth Industrial Revolution is a buzz phrase that has crept into 
the lexicon over the last few years.  The WEF push the idea – and so 
too do governments.  The justification is said to be that technology is 
moving at such a pace that we need the Fourth Industrial Revolution 
to keep up with it.  We need more technology to deal with technology. 
Is that what it means?   
 
Charlie Chaplin’s famous speech from the film The Great Dictator says 
so much about what was wrong in the world – and still is.  He spoke of 
“machine men with machine minds” and it’s tempting to assume that 
this “machine-think” is the driving force behind the push to merge with 
machines.   
 
The WEF speak of the importance of machines serving humans but 
they also insist that we’re going to have to become one with machines.  
So why IS the WEF so keen on that idea? 
 
It would be only too easy to assume that it’s because people like 
Harari are already halfway there since he appears to believe that 
digital is better than human - this “digital is better” attitude is 
something that afflicts a lot of people.   
 
PQ-3224J: AREN'T HUMANS GOOD ENOUGH?  
BP-2241B: EXCUSE ME - IS IT THE REAL YOU? 
BP-2241A: LIKE A CHILD PLAYING WITH FIRE? 
 
There’s a darker dimension to this transhuman trend, however, as if the 
idea of merging humans and machines wasn’t already dark enough!  
“Human Augmentation - The Dawn of a new Paradigm” - a document 
on the UK government’s website - is not a strategy to merge humans 

https://pireaus.wixsite.com/website-24/articlesmaster-1/bp-3221d
https://pireaus.wixsite.com/website-24/articlesmaster-1/bp-3194a
https://pireaus.wixsite.com/website-24/articlesmaster-1/bp-2525a
https://pireaus.wixsite.com/website-24/articlesmaster-1/bp-3192b
https://pireaus.wixsite.com/website-24/articlesmaster-1/sc-3166b
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J7GY1Xg6X20
https://pireaus.wixsite.com/website-24/articlesmaster-1/pq-3224j
https://pireaus.wixsite.com/website-24/articlesmaster-1/bp-2241b
https://pireaus.wixsite.com/website-24/articlesmaster-1/bp-2241a
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/human-augmentation-the-dawn-of-a-new-paradigm
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with machines.  Of course it isn’t!   
It is a “strategic implications project“ and it’s the view of the 
Development, Concepts and Doctrine Centre - a department within 
the UK’s Ministry of Defence.  It makes clear that – if “defence” 
requires it – humans will be merged with technology to make them 
more effective in warfare.   
 
Sounds like a conspiracy theory, doesn’t it?  Does “defence is attack” 
sound, incidentally, like a fourth motto from George Orwell’s 1984?  
But we’ll be all right as long as there isn’t a war.  Uh oh! 
 
There’s even a hypothesis that the push for transgenderism might be 
designed in part to usher in transhumanism, by encouraging people to 
reject their natural selves – and some would say, to also reject reality: 
 
PL-3224K: WHO'S BEHIND TRANSGENDERISM? 
 

4 The desire for transformation into something perceived as “better” – as 
outlined above, a desire the WEF is attempting to push to the entire 
population of the world - is expressed clearly in a short clip from a TV series 
from 2019.  The series was called “Years and Years.”  In this clip, a young 
woman tells her parents that she is trans.  They’re extremely understanding – 
but as it turns out their wires are crossed.  The character isn’t transexual – 
she’s transhuman.   
 
The clip is included in an article on The Conversation’s website - 
Transgender, transhuman: technological advances offer increased choices 
but also create new prejudices.  This young woman hates being “trapped” in 
a human body with all its flaws and weaknesses, as she sees them.  She 
wants to be “better” than human.  “Better” in her eyes means to become – 
pure data. 
 
Two other videos showing scenes from the same TV series expand on this: 
 
Bethany puts a phone in her hand | Years And Years Episode 2 
 
Bethany explains to Stephen and Celeste about the operation | Years And 
Years Episode 5 
 
If someone wanted in real life to be pure data, as the above article argues, it 
would be wrong to stop them [age considerations aside] or treat them with 
prejudice.   
 
Fine – but to change oneself is a personal choice.  The WEF appear to 
believe that becoming pure data is better than being human.  I see no 
universe however in which the WEF members have the right to impose their 
choice – to become one with machines and Ai – on other people. 
 
The WEF should wake up and embrace everyone else’s freedom of choice – 
if only in the interest of being “better.”   
 

https://pireaus.wixsite.com/website-24/articlesmaster-1/pl-3224k
https://theconversation.com/transgender-transhuman-technological-advances-offer-increased-choices-but-also-create-new-prejudices-121378
https://theconversation.com/transgender-transhuman-technological-advances-offer-increased-choices-but-also-create-new-prejudices-121378
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OY4IqnjXPoQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2GWeX5Ytk44
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2GWeX5Ytk44
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Equally, the mis-leaders who are working in partnership with – or perhaps 
controlled by – the WEF should wake up.  They should realise that the WEF 
is merely a bunch of people with far too much control and influence, as well 
as far too much time, clearly, available to them to plan how to impose their 
self-serving and materialistic ideology on the rest of the world.   
 
Perhaps the clue to the WEF’s ideology lies in its name – the World 
Economic Forum.  That name shows where their interest lies – economics – 
wealth and resources, in other words.   
 
To follow a strategy based on that one system would be to ignore all other 
aspects of life and all the other indicators that – many would argue – are far 
more important than the control of wealth and resources.  
Such indicators include health – real health, not merely the absence of 
symptoms of illness.  They might include happiness, or perhaps better still, 
contentment - not the drugged-up placidity that Harari dreams of inflicting 
on the masses.   
 
Finally, concerning that central theme of the WEF – economics – I ask, what 
is the point of the WEF even existing unless it helps to bring about fairness in 
the world?   
 
The WEF TALKS about equity – but its members, such as Bill Gates, are 
increasing their ownership of the world’s resources, farmland being one.  The 
WEF doesn’t walk its talk – and it’s far from alone in that.  So many world mis-
leaders are listening to the WEF instead of to their People.  They need to turn 
around and listen to us – their failure to do so is one of the reasons I refer to 
them as mis-leaders.   
 
Instead of blindly following the trend, perhaps they should remember the 
saying: “Before you hitch your star to a wagon, make sure the wagon’s going 
somewhere you want to go.”      
 

 

 
 

PS1 This is the third and final part of a min-series on the WEF.  Given the 
ambitions of the WEF and the impact those ambitions might have for all of us 
Connect will be revisiting on a regular basis this topic – and very soon. 
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PS2 The above referenced articles can be found in The History Book, together 
with a number of other articles on the same and related topics. 
From the SUBJECTS Index select WEF for more insights. 
There are two folders: 

Library – Published articles 
Bank – Other articles 
 

 THE HISTORY BOOK – THB 
 
We have compiled a repository of interesting articles across a wide range of 
subjects – cross-referenced in many cases - all freely accessible to you and 
all our interested readers. 
The articles take the form of webpages, PDFs, audios and videos -  
accumulated from a growing worldwide network of sources and authors. 
 
Articles previously published on the CONNECT-m3 website – are filed in the 
LIBRARY section of THB.  Filed in the BANK section are articles held for 
general reference and expanded research. 
Further articles relative to the subjects covered in this magazine article can 
be read under their respective headings, in our different Reading Rooms. 
 
The History Book is already a compendium of immensely valuable 
information and - with records being added every week - is rapidly 
expanding to become a unique source of reference on many important and 
major topics of our time. 
Access to thousands of articles, on the expanding array of subjects, is FREE -  
providing for you - our reader – an easily accessible reference library within a 
few simple clicks 24/7.  Please do enjoy!     
 

 CONNECT’S Maxim and Oath 
Connect is only interested in finding and sharing the TRUTH. 

In search of that TRUTH, we only pose questions – we have no answers. 
 

 By: Helen King 

 Source: CONNECT: Magazine 

2 LINK VPRO:  Interview with Yuval Noah Harari 

2 LINK Stop World Control: The Plan 

2 LINK TED Talk: Bill Gates on getting CO2 down to zero 

2 LINK Alan Jones: Sky News Aus: Q+A - Some facts on global CO2  

2 LINK Sky News Aus – Alan Jones: Blaming kids for fuelling consumerism 

3 LINK Connect: The WEF - Another Look: Part 1 - M-2345AC   

3 LINK Connect:  The WEF - Another Look: Part 2 - MA-3285A 

3K LINK The Pyramid of Power: The Technocratic State 

3K LINK Connect: THE GOD PLAN – REVEALED - PL-3271D 

https://pireaus.wixsite.com/website-24/subjects-index
https://pireaus.wixsite.com/website-24/subjects-index-bank
https://pireaus.wixsite.com/website-24
https://pireaus.wixsite.com/website-24/bank
https://www.connect-m3.com/magazine
https://www.infowars.com/posts/yuval-noah-harari-earth-soon-dominated-by-nonorganic-entities-emotionless-algorithms-will-decide-your-fate/
https://video.wixstatic.com/video/41e303_85eef0ef054c4bd1a901559e97a1168f/1080p/mp4/file.mp4
https://www.bitchute.com/video/ZspO4HTB7P8u/
https://odysee.com/@TheTruthSeeker:d/carbon-dioxide-drama-qanda:3
https://odysee.com/@ddswaterloo100:0/Alan-Jones-What's-the-Percent-CO2-in-the-Atmosphere-Its-0.04:d
https://41e303be-f6b6-45b0-adba-177879bff66a.usrfiles.com/ugd/41e303_28d583278f5a424981f3f4775736393e.pdf
https://41e303be-f6b6-45b0-adba-177879bff66a.usrfiles.com/ugd/41e303_70e0f8e8a68f44f984b93d6dfc0428b4.pdf
https://thepyramidofpower.net/?pop-chapter=the-technocratic-state-2
https://pireaus.wixsite.com/website-24/articlesmaster-1/pl-3271d
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3K LINK Connect: OUR DICTATOR: HE HAS THE RING - BP-3244A 

3K LINK Connect: THE END OF MORNING SICKNESS - SC-3235A 

3K LINK Bitchute: BORIS JOHNSON'S SPEECH ON BREXIT, AI ROBOTS AND 
CHICKEN AT THE UN (2019) 

3L LINK Wikipedia: Nineteen Eighty-Four 

3L LINK Wikipedia: Brave New World 

3L LINK Wikipedia: The Hunger Games 

3L LINK Wikipedia: Ready Player One [novel] 

3L LINK Wikipedia: Ready Player One [film] 

3L LINK Connect: DRUGS AND GAMES WILL DO IT – BP2412A 

3L LINK Wikipedia: The Time Machine 

3L LINK Bookshop.org: “Episodes” by Christopher Priest 

3L LINK Wikipedia: The Machine Stops 

3L LINK Wikipedia: Harrison Bergeron 

3L LINK YouTube: What If... | Promo | The Age of Stupid 

3L LINK UK Column: Unpicking Agenda 2030, Climate Change and more: 
Sandi Adams 

3L LINK Odysee: PLAN - The Rockefeller Foundation - 2010 - Scenarios for 
the Future of Technology 

3L LINK Connect: PEOPLE POLLUTE MOVEMENT - DD-2501E 

3L LINK Connect: OUR GUEST : LATER CLIPS - PQ-2311A 

3L LINK Connect: LEADERS IN LOCKSTEP PLAN - DD-2044A 

3M LINK Obel Award: Cities 

3M LINK WEF: The surprising stickiness of the “15-minute city” 

3N LINK Owlcation: The Meaning of War Is Peace, Freedom Is Slavery, and 
Ignorance Is Strength in Orwell's "1984" 

3N LINK Connect: YOU WILL BE REPORTED! - BP-3251B 

3N LINK Connect: FRENCH REJECT LOCKDOWN - SC-3281B 

3N LINK Connect: FESTIVAL CANCELS FILM SHOWING - SC-3252E 

3N LINK Connect: FREEDOM - SPEECH ON AIR IS CUT OFF - BP-2173B 

3N LINK The White Rose: The Dunegan Tapes Reveal the Psychopathic Plan 
for a ‘New System’ 

3N LINK The Pyramid of Power: THE CRIMES OF THE INTELLIGENCE 
COMMUNITY 

3N LINK Connect: IS HE DELUDED OR JUST SCARY? - BP-3221D 

3N LINK Connect: HOW WOULD WE CHANGE THIS? - BP-3194A 

https://pireaus.wixsite.com/website-24/articlesmaster-1/bp-3244a
https://pireaus.wixsite.com/website-24/articlesmaster-1/sc-3235a
https://www.bitchute.com/video/FYCXAT89ehfE/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nineteen_Eighty-Four
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brave_New_World
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Hunger_Games
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ready_Player_One
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ready_Player_One_(film)
https://pireaus.wixsite.com/website-24/articlesmaster-1/bp-2412a
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Time_Machine
https://uk.bookshop.org/p/books/episodes-christopher-priest/898570
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Machine_Stops
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harrison_Bergeron
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H3J3BuDXfsc
https://www.ukcolumn.org/video/unpicking-agenda-2030-climate-change-and-more-sandi-adams
https://odysee.com/@Imprimer_c'est_mieux:e/The-Rockefeller-Foundation-2010-Scenarios-for-the-Future-of-Technology:e
https://pireaus.wixsite.com/website-24/articlesmaster-1/dd-2501e
https://pireaus.wixsite.com/website-24/articlesmaster-1/pq-2311a
https://pireaus.wixsite.com/website-24/articlesmaster-1/dd-2044a
https://obelaward.org/winner/cities/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2022/03/15-minute-city-stickiness/
https://owlcation.com/humanities/The-Meaning-of-War-is-Peace-Freedom-is-Slavery-and-Ignorance-is-Strength-in-Orwells-1984
https://pireaus.wixsite.com/website-24/articlesmaster-1/bp-3251b
https://pireaus.wixsite.com/website-24/articlesmaster-1/sc-3281b
https://pireaus.wixsite.com/website-24/articlesmaster-1/sc-3252e
https://pireaus.wixsite.com/website-24/articlesmaster-1/bp-2173b
https://thewhiterose.uk/the-dunegan-tapes-reveal-the-psychopathic-plan-for-a-new-system/
https://thepyramidofpower.net/?pop-chapter=the-crimes-of-the-intelligence-community
https://pireaus.wixsite.com/website-24/articlesmaster-1/bp-3221d
https://pireaus.wixsite.com/website-24/articlesmaster-1/bp-3194a
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3N LINK Connect: GOV'TS CONTROL FREE SPEECH - BP-2525A 

3N LINK Connect: THE ONLY OPINION – IS OURS! - BP-3192B: 
 

3N LINK Connect: CONSENSUS ISN'T SCIENCE - SC-3166B: 

3O LINK YouTube: Charlie Chaplin - Final Speech from The Great Dictator 

3O LINK Connect: AREN'T HUMANS GOOD ENOUGH? - PQ-3224J 

3O LINK Connect: EXCUSE ME - IS IT THE REAL YOU? - BP-2241B 

3O LINK Connect: LIKE A CHILD PLAYING WITH FIRE? - BP-2241A 

3O LINK Gov.UK: Human Augmentation – The Dawn of a New Paradigm 

3O LINK Connect: WHO'S BEHIND TRANSGENDERISM - PL-3224K 

4 LINK The Conversation: Transgender, transhuman: technological 
advances offer increased choices but also create new prejudices 

4 LINK YouTube: Bethany puts a phone in her hand | Years And Years 
Episode 2 

4 LINK YouTube: Bethany explains to Stephen and Celeste about the 
operation | Years And Years Episode 5 

  FURTHER READING 

 LINK The History Book: Library/Topics/WEF 

 LINK The History Book: Bank/Topics/WEF 

 LINK Rukshan Fernando: The WEF AGENDA 23 - A New World Order In A 
Fragmented World 

 LINK Sky News Australia: ‘You will own nothing, and you will be happy’: 
Warnings of ‘Orwellian’ Great Reset 

 LINK Connect: THE GREAT RESET IN 37 MINS - DD-3201C 
 

 LINK Open Democracy: Conspiracy theories aside, there is something fishy 
about the Great Reset 

 LINK Iain Davis: Seizing Everything: The Theft of the Global Commons – 
Part 1 

 LINK Iain Davis: Seizing Everything: The Theft of the Global Commons – 
Part 2 

 LINK The Corbett Report: The Secrets of Silicon Valley: What Big Tech 
Doesn't Want You to Know 

 LINK Jason Liosatos: Davos 2023 Pantomime and Puppet Show 

 PLEASE DOWNLOAD AND SHARE THIS ARTICLE 

https://pireaus.wixsite.com/website-24/articlesmaster-1/bp-2525a
https://pireaus.wixsite.com/website-24/articlesmaster-1/bp-3192b
https://pireaus.wixsite.com/website-24/articlesmaster-1/sc-3166b
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J7GY1Xg6X20
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https://pireaus.wixsite.com/website-24/articlesmaster-1/pl-3224k
https://theconversation.com/transgender-transhuman-technological-advances-offer-increased-choices-but-also-create-new-prejudices-121378
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OY4IqnjXPoQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2GWeX5Ytk44
https://pireaus.wixsite.com/website-24/sub-topic-library-1/wef
https://pireaus.wixsite.com/website-24/sub-top-list-1/wef
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iA4PFfJJ4Ys
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NcAO4-o_4Ug
https://pireaus.wixsite.com/website-24/articlesmaster-1/dd-3201c
https://www.opendemocracy.net/en/oureconomy/conspiracy-theories-aside-there-something-fishy-about-great-reset/
https://iaindavis.com/global-commons-part-1/
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https://www.corbettreport.com/the-secrets-of-silicon-valley-what-big-tech-doesnt-want-you-to-know/
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